EBTB Terra II Pro ZL
This loudspeakers system with really unique design and work is manufactured in Bulgaria – country not
particularly known in the audio world. It seems to be manufactured by a small company, headed by the
brothers Dobromir Dobrev (president) and Kamen Dobrev (development and technology).
Whatever we say, this system has unique design – the combination of cast metal enclosure and fan-shaped
wooden baffle.
Due to this outlook we can distinguish EBTB Terra II Pro at a first glance, and its identity is very pleasant.
The spherical enclosures are made of 2 different metals: Aluminium and Zink and in this sequence they are
used for all models – from the basic to the top end. Both types are heavier than they look. The ZL which is
presented here is the flagship loudspeaker – with polished cast Zink enclosure it’s the heaviest of all
models. The stylish curved baffle is covered with real leather for preventing the screening effect.
Terra II Pro stands solid on 3 cone brass spikes and the appropriate brass pads stepping on leather are
included in the set too.
The loudspeakers are 2-way design combining 4” LF loudspeaker with 2” voice coil supplied by Morel and
27 mm silk dome HF tweeter by Seas, attached to solid brass horn. The cross-over frequency is 5.5 kHz.
The sound quality is very high and we can assume that all other parts are very carefully selected. Starting
with 24-gold connectors by Swedish Jenving, through the home-made induction coils and to the Mundorf
capacitors – obviously a serious attention is paid to all details. The beautiful HF equalizer knob which is
combination of brass and laser cut stainless steel is a nice accent in the back of the enclosure. The HF
attenuator by itself is made by Fostex. Obviously the crossover is fit perfectly to the drivers as the sound
texture is simultaneously smooth and agile.
The impedance is 8 Ohms and the efficiency – 86 dB.
The unique design of the loudspeakers probably is a result of the EBTB’s understanding of the sound, but
we have to admit that there is simplicity which is inherent to the hand crafted products. We may assume this
as somewhat awkward, but if we look at different point of view, this design is very convincing with its
extreme modernism.
Isn’t it a point where the readers opinions can be divided? But if we listen to the sound and go to the heart
of the design, the overwhelming in this system is that the negatives of the first impression are going to
convert in advance. Sound, which evokes warm feelings to our soul. Exactly about these feelings I wrote in
the leading article in this magazine - “something in the sound of the modern audio equipment which is going
to disappear”.
The system possesses the physical characteristics of studio monitor
They use CNC machines at certain stages of the manufacturing, but in the biggest part they proudly
announce that they apply ancient techniques and hand work. Ant they say: “Our systems are truly High End
loudspeakers”
They combine art and technology. I was very impressed by their words: We put passion in the
manufacturing of each one loudspeaker.
The sound of the loudspeakers clearly show me that it is not only words. The craftsmen has soul and spirit
which are about to disappear in the industry.
EBTB is located in Varna, Bulgaria – the land where the Thracian civilization was born, 4000 years B.C.
And I felt something very romantic in these cast enclosures of Terra II in which ancient crafts were inherited.
EBTB claims that Terra II Pro is a studio monitoring system. Really this is the best dimentions for nearfield
monitors. The LF drivers are magnificent and because their enclosure is made from cast aluminium in
spherical shape, there is not any chance for standing waves. And it’s true – dense, high quality low
frequencies. The possibility to raise the sound pressure do not looks very big, but anyway there is enough
room in the lows for the listener. The HF driver is with a horn and both parts are mounted in the baffle. I was
impressed of the smooth and transparent high frequencies.
We agree that the fine balance presenting well the whole spectrum fits to a system which has the necessary
features for studio monitoring. The combination of art and technology for which the company claims, is not
exaggeration at all. Their sound not only fit to the requirements for each monitoring system, but please the
ear by representing the delicate and complex details of the music in very pleasant way. The nuances and
the whole imaging of the sound are truly fascinating.
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